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QUESTION 1

Multiple teams are sharing a tenancy in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). You are asked to figure out an appropriate
method to manage OCI costs. 

Which is NOT a valid technique to accurately attribute costs to resources used by each team? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. Create a Cost-Tracking tag. Apply this tag to all resources with team information. Use the OCI cost analysis tools to
filter costs by tags. 

B. Create separate compartment for each team. Use the OCI cost analysis tools to filter costs by compartment. 

C. Create an Identity and Access Management (IAM) group for each team. Create an OCI budget for each group to
track spending. 

D. Define and use tags for resources used by each team. Analyze usage data from the OCI Usage Report which has
detailed information about resources and tags. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been monitoring your company\\'s applications running in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and notice that
the application is using OCI Traffic Management service. This service uses a traffic steering policy to distribute the DNS
traffic based on subnet addresses in a rule set. 

Which steering policy is in use in this particular case? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Load Balancing policy 

B. Geolocation steering 

C. ASN steering policy 

D. IP Prefix steering 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://k21academy.com/1z0-997/traffic-management-in-oci/ 

 

QUESTION 3

The boot volume on your Oracle Linux instance has run out of space. Your application has crashed due to a lack of
swap space, forcing you to increase the size of the boot volume. 

Which step should NOT be included in the process used to solve the issue? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Reattach the boot volume and restart the instance. 
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B. Attach the resized boot volume to a second instance as a data volume; extend the partition and grow the file system
in the resized boot volume. 

C. Stop the instance and detach the boot volume. 

D. Resize the boot volume by specifying a larger value than the boot volume\\'s current size. 

E. Create a RAID 0 configuration to extend the boot volume file system onto another block volume. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You launched a Linux compute instance to host the new version of your company website via Apache Httpd server on
HTTPS (port 443). The instance is created in a public subnet along with other instances. The default security list
associated to the subnet is: 

You want to allow access to the company website from public internet without exposing websites eventually hosted on
the other instances in the public subnet. 

Which action would you take to accomplish the task? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create a network security group, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the public
subnet that hosts the company website. 

B. In default security list, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443. 

C. Create a new security list with a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the public
subnet. 

D. Create a network security group, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the
instance that hosts the company website. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have been asked to ensure that in-transit communication between an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) compute
instance and an on-premises server (192.168.10.10/32) is encrypted. The instances communicate using HTTP. The
OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) is connected to the on-premises network by two separate connections: a Dynamic
IPsec VPN tunnel and a FastConnect virtual circuit. No static configuration has been added. 
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What solution should you recommend? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The instances will communicate by default over IPsec VPN, which ensures data is encrypted in-transit. 

B. Advertise a 192.168.10.10/32 route over the VPN. 

C. Advertise a 192.168.10.10/32 router over the FastConnect. 

D. The instances will communicate by default over the FastConnect private virtual circuit, which ensures data is
encrypted in-transit. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Network/Tasks/transitrouting.htm 
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